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IntrodutionExtreme value statistis (EVS) is an intensively studied �eld among theapplied statistial disiplines. The interest has been growing reently, sinethe rarely ourring but extreme events, suh as earthquakes, hurrianes,�oods or droughts, may have great impat on our lives.The theory of extreme values is well known for independent and identi-ally distributed (iid) variables. If the sample size is going to in�nity, thelimiting extreme distributions an be lassi�ed into three universal lasses.The empirially observed extreme distributions, however, an deviate fromthe limit distributions for several reasons. The onvergene towards the limitdistributions is typially slow, therefore the orretions due to �nite samplesize are important. In some ases the maxima are seleted from bathes ofrandom sizes, and new limit distributions, whih depend on the sample sizedistribution, an be obtained. Furthermore, the variables are often orre-lated, and the iid theory annot be applied. In the dissertation we studythe above problems, namely the e�et of �nite and random sample size onextreme statistis, and the e�et of orrelations on order statistis.Appliations of extreme value statistis require large datasets due to theslow onvergene towards the limit distributions. Galaxy samples of reentwide angle surveys are just large enough to attempt an analysis of EVS, andhere we study the statistis of maximal luminosity of galaxies observed ina solid angle of the sky. Furthermore, the galaxy luminosity distributionper volume, or the luminosity funtion, is one of the most basi statistismeasured in galaxy surveys, and the large argument asymptotis of this dis-tribution an be asertained using EVS. The ount of galaxies in a solidangle is a �nite and random value, therefore the orretions due to �nite andrandom sample size are relevant in the empirial distribution of maximalluminosities. Our theoretial results onerning these orretions have beenapplied here for the �rst time.We examined the magnitude gap between the �rst and seond ranked ga-laxy as well, sine this value is muh disussed in astrophysis. Namely, theaverage gap in a given galaxy luster is found to be substantially di�erentfrom what an be obtained from the iid theory. In order to explain this ob-1



servation various theories have been worked out assuming a speial evolutionof the brightest galaxies, and it remains a question whether the di�erene isaused by dynamial or statistial reasons.Methods and data analysisIn the dissertation both analytial alulations and large sale simulationshave been performed. Furthermore, we arried out statistial analysis of largedatasets.Analyti methods are used to study the EVS in the ase of �nite andrandom sample size and to desribe the e�et of orrelations. The �nite sizeorretion funtion is determined by introduing a renormalization grouptransformation. The e�et of orrelation in order statistis of 1/fα signals isexamined with simulations and phenomenologial arguments. The averagegap between the �rst and seond largest value is obtained analytially foriid variables, as well as the �nite size orretion of the gap in the Fisher-Tippett-Gumbel lass.We use photometri and spetrosopi data of galaxies from Sloan DigitalSky Survey Data Release 8 (SDSS-DR8) to investigate the statistis of maxi-mal luminosities. The galaxies studied are the Main Galaxy Sample (MGS),divided into MGSblue and MGSred subsamples, as well as the Luminous RedGalaxies (LRGs), at three resolution maps (de�ned by Nside = 16, 32, 64) ofthe HEALPix tessellation on the sky. Seleting arefully the data we elimi-nate the unertain and false luminosity values, and we use orretions to getomparable luminosities for the galaxies observed in di�erent redshift inter-vals. Using numerial simulations we generate larger dataset aording tothe empirial distributions.
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Theses1. For the Fisher-Tippett-Gumbel (FTG) universality lass we determinethe exat form of the leading order �nite size orretion funtion in theommon standardization used in appliations (with zero mean and unitstandard deviation). Calulating expliitly several parent distributionswe show the di�erent funtional forms of �nite size saling. We disussin detail the sample size (N) dependene of the orretion for the ase ofpure exponential (the orretion is ∼ 1/N), Gaussian (1/ lnN), e−x/xαtype (1/ ln2N) and lognormal (1/√lnN) distribution respetively.2. The average gap between the �rst and seond largest values is studiedfor iid variables. We show that the N → ∞ limiting value dependson the EVS universality lass, and for the FTG lass we determine the�nite size orretion, whih is an important quantity in astrophysis.Conerning the onvergene towards the limiting value we �nd the sa-ling to be similar to that observed for the limit distributions of EVS,namely the orretion is proportional to 1/ lnN for Gaussian type, and
∼ 1/N for pure exponential parent distribution.3. Extreme value statistis is studied for ases, where the sample size(N) is a random variable. Here the limit of in�nite sample size an bede�ned through a typial value (N0) of the sample size going to in�nity.We show analytially that for a given N-distribution three universalitylasses emerge, aording to the asymptotis of the parent. Inside agiven lass we an further distinguish two families aording to thesaling properties of the N-distribution. If the N-distribution saleswith N0, then the limiting distribution of the extremes depends onthe saling funtion of the N-distribution. The randomness of N doesnot in�uene the limiting distribution, if the N -distribution shrinksunder the saling su�iently fast. For the ase of salingN-distributionwe determine the amplitude and shape of the �rst order �nite sizeorretion funtion using the renormalization group method.4. Examining the galaxy ounts seen in a given solid angle of the sky weshow, that the galaxy ount distributions of di�erent populations an3



be saled together by the average, and the saling funtion an be well�tted with a gamma distribution. We analytially determine the limitdistribution of extremes, as well as the �nite size orretion funtionfor a gamma sample size distribution. Sine the saling funtion ofthe sample size distribution is narrow and it shrinks with 〈N〉, thelimit distribution of extreme luminosities turns out to be the FTGdistribution, and the e�et of randomN an be handled as a orretion.5. Analyzing the empirial maximal luminosity distribution of galaxiesseen in a given solid angle we �nd that the EVS of luminosities an beunderstood within the iid theory, and the empirial distributions arein good agreement with the FTG. In order to draw this onlusion,however, we need to take into aount the orretions due to the �niteand random sample size.6. For the magnitude gap between the �rst- and seond brightest galaxiesand the Tremaine-Rihstone ratios we show the slow, logarithmi N-dependent onvergene to the limiting values both analytially and bysimulations. This slow onvergene hampers the drawing of de�niteonlusions about the real values of the Tremaine-Rihstone ratios forthe presently available galaxy samples.ConlusionsStudying the empirial maximal luminosity distribution of galaxies, ourresults show that the orretions arising due to �nite and random sample sizeare important, and annot be negleted in the appliations. We an learnalso, that even the largest galaxy database at present is not enough for areliable extreme value statistis. We show that the orret handling of theparent distribution is also important, sine its asymptoti behavior stronglya�ets the theoretial limit distributions and orretions.
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